11 A.M.-12 P.M.

The Social Construction of Race: Reflections from the Cal Poly Multiracial Community
CTLT, Bldg. 35, Rm. 209 ROBERTA WOLFSON (ENGLISH), MAGGIE BODEMEL (HISTORY), JENNIFER TERAMOTO PIEDRITO (CLA ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR DIVERSITY & CURRICULUM), KARI MANSAKER (OUID), ALYIAH GONZALES (CROSS CULTURAL CENTERS)

Your Future in Social Justice: Career and Graduate School Pathways Workshop
ATL, Bldg. 7 JANE LEHR (WOMEN'S & GENDER STUDIES)

10 A.M.-11 A.M.

Shamans in the ER: Stories of Refugee Health
CTLT, Bldg. 35, Rm. 209 KIM LISAGOR (BISHEEP, JOURNALISM), MARILYN TSENG (KINESIOLOGY), KATYA CENGEL (JOURNALISM)

Modern Representations of Blackness in Television's Latest Golden Age
Bldg. 18, Rm. 114 AMBER WILLIAMS (PSYCHOLOGY & CHILD DEVELOPMENT), BRYAN HUBAIN (CROSS CULTURAL CENTERS), DENISE ISOM (ETHNIC STUDIES)

Listen to the Youth! Black and Latino Male High School Students Describe Culturally Sustaining Teaching
Bldg. 2, Rm. 101 OSCAR NAVARRO (EDUCATION)

11 A.M.-12 P.M.

Artivism = Art as Activism
UU Plaza

The Art and Science of Bringing Imagined Worlds to Life (Part of the College of Engineering's Dean's Diversity Speaker Series)
ATL, Bldg. 7 DANIELLE FEINBERG (PIXAR)

Accessible Learning Spaces: Addressing Mobility and Visual Access Needs (Part of Disability Tapas Workshop Series)
ATL, Bldg. 38, Room 218 JOHN LEE (DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER), LOGAN DUARTE (DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER)

12-12:30 P.M.

Cal Poly Privilege: Analyzing and Interpreting Our Campus Demographics
Bldg. 26, Rm. 110 SARAH LOPUS (SOCIAL SCIENCES)

12-2 P.M.

Tools for Activism from Social Psychology
Bldg. 10, Rm. 223 JULIE GARCIA (INTERIM ASSOCIATE VP FOR DIVERSITY & INCLUSION, OUID), CARRIE LANGNER (PSYCHOLOGY & CHILD DEVELOPMENT)

Working Toward Allyship
Bldg. 21, Rm. 236 JOAN MEYERS (SOCIAL SCIENCES), MEGAN LAMBERTZ-BERNDT (COMMUNICATION STUDIES)

Gender and the Courts in the U.S.
Bldg. 10, Rm. 222 JENNIFER DENBOW (POLITICAL SCIENCE), NANCY ABBINGTON (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

1-2 P.M.

'Crazy Rich Asians' Discussion: Asian American Representation in Film and Popular Culture
ATL, Bldg. 7 JENNIFER TERAMOTO PIEDRITO (CLA ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR DIVERSITY & CURRICULUM), GRACE YEH (ETHNIC STUDIES), LISA KAWAMURA (COMMUNICATION STUDIES), ROBERTA WOLFSON (ENGLISH), NISA MORA (CHEMISTRY)

CTLT, Bldg. 35, Rm. 209 BENJAMIN RUTTENBERG (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

Meeting People Where They Are, but Not Leaving Them There: Harm Reduction Solutions to the Opioid Epidemic
Bldg. 18, Rm. 114 CANDACE WINSTEAD (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES), CHRISTINE HACKMAN (KINESIOLOGY), STUDENTS

2-3 P.M.

Exposing the Controversial Political History of the Biological Sciences for the 21st Century
Bldg. 10, Rm. 200 SHELLEY HURT (POLITICAL SCIENCE), SARAH BRIDGER (HISTORY), SANDI CLEMENT (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

College Disability Communities & the MeToo Movement
Bldg. 20, Rm. 129 KARA SAMANIEGO (SAFER), CHRISTINE HACKMAN (KINESIOLOGY), BAILEY HAMBLIN (PARENT & FAMILY PROGRAMS)

Bringing the ACFA Land Acknowledgement to Life: yakHuPit'u
CTLT, Bldg. 35, Rm. 209 BRYAN HUBAIN (CROSS CULTURAL CENTERS), JULIETTE DUKE (UNIVERSITY HOUSING), JO CAMPBELL (UNIVERSITY HOUSING)

2-4 P.M.

Privilege Museum
Bldg. 2, Rm. 113 EMILY RYALLS (COMMUNICATION STUDIES), MEGAN LAMBERTZ-BERNDT (COMMUNICATION STUDIES)

2-4:30 P.M.

'Monsters and Men' Film and Discussion
ATL, Bldg. 7 UNIQUE SHAW-SMITH (SOCIAL SCIENCES)

3-4 P.M.

Transgender and Non-binary Inclusion: #wontbeerased
Bldg. 20, Rm. 129 JAY BETTERGARCIA (PSYCHOLOGY & CHILD DEVELOPMENT)

National Culture and Supply Chain Management: Diversity in Global Business Environment
CTLT, Bldg. 35, Rm. 209 AHMED DEF (BUSINESS)

Socialism, Solidarity and the Politics of Identity
Bldg. 10, Rm. 200 MARTIN BATTLE (POLITICAL SCIENCE), COLEEN CARRIGAN (SOCIAL SCIENCES)

3-5 P.M.

CinemAbility: The Art of Inclusion Film and Discussion
Bldg. 52, Rm. 229 JOHN LEE (DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER), BAILEY HAMBLIN (PARENT & FAMILY PROGRAMS)

4-5 P.M.

STEM Participation in Underrepresented Groups: Current Climate and Future Solutions
CTLT, Bldg. 35, Rm. 209 KELLY BENNION (PSYCHOLOGY & CHILD DEVELOPMENT), LOUISE EDWARDS (PHYSICS)

Does Size Really Matter? Debilitating Discourses of Size and Health
Bldg. 36, Rm. 114 ANDREA TERRY (COMMUNICATION STUDIES), KATI FOSSELIUS (FOOD SCIENCE & NUTRITION)

Cluster Hiring and Organizational Diversity: A Report from the First Year
Bldg. 21, Rm. 238 FARAH BASEL AL-NAKBE (HISTORY), JAY BETTERGARCIA (PSYCHOLOGY & CHILD DEVELOPMENT), JOAN MEYERS (SOCIAL SCIENCES), EMILY RYALLS (COMMUNICATION STUDIES), AMBER WILLIAMS (PSYCHOLOGY & CHILD DEVELOPMENT), ROBERTA WOLFSON (ENGLISH), JENNIFER TERAMOTO PIEDRITO (CLA ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR DIVERSITY & CURRICULUM)

Mock Spanish and Intercultural Sensitivity: Problematizing "No problema"
Bldg. 10, Rm. 128 SILVIA MARULIAN (WORLD LANGUAGES & CULTURES), SCOTT FERREE (WORLD LANGUAGES & CULTURES)

4-5:30 P.M.

'The Bystander Moment: Transforming Rape Culture at Its Roots' Film and Discussion
Bldg. 124, Rm. 117 LIZZIE LAMOREE (ETHNIC STUDIES), KARA SAMANIEGO (SAFER)

5-6 P.M.

Let's Talk About Sex! What do Biologists Have to Say About Sex and Gender?
CTLT, Bldg. 35, Rm. 209 CHRISTY STRAND (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES), EMILY TAYLOR (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES), GITA KOLLURU (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES), JEAN DAVIDSON (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES), SANDI CLEMENT (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

6-7:45 P.M.

"CLA Speaks, From #BlackLivesMatter to Black Liberation"
DR. KEELANGE-YAMATTA TAYLOR (ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES DEPARTMENT, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY)
MOISSI HALL, PERFORMING ARTS CENTER | RECEPTION AND BOOK SIGNING TO FOLLOW